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Daniel Allcock, University of Texas at Austin

On the Steinberg Presentation

Steinberg’s lovely presentation for the groups of Lie type is expressed in terms of a root
system, and the relations are simple and conceptual, up to some fussy signs that many
people have tried to express cleanly. Tits generalized Steinberg’s work to construct Kac-
Moody groups, which are “infinite dimensional” groups of Lie type. We offer a related
presentation which offers several advantages. It is expressed in terms of just the Dynkin
diagram, rather than the whole root system. The sign problems disappear completely.
Diagram automorphisms manifestly give group automorphisms, including the exceptional
automorphisms of B2 and F4 in characteristic 2 and G2 in characteristic 3. Even in the
Kac-Moody case the presentation is finite under reasonable hypotheses on the ground ring,
so for example “loop groups over Z” are finitely presented.

Lijian An, Shanxi Normal University

Some results about finite p-groups

In this talk, we present some results about finite p-groups obtained by theorists from
Shanxi Normal University. It contains many subjects about finite p-groups, such as abelian-
ity, normality, anzahl and lattice of subgroups.
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Douglas C. Brozovic, University of North Texas

An overview of sharp permutation groups

Let G be a finite group, χ a faithful character G, and set L(χ) := {χ(g) | g ∈ G− {1} }.
A theorem of Cameron and Kiyota asserts that

|G|
∏

k∈L(χ)

(χ(1)− k).

When |G| =
∏

k∈L(χ)

(χ(1)− k), χ is said to be a sharp character of type L(χ). When the

sharp character χ is the permutation character associated to the permutation group (G,X),
we say (G,X) is a sharp permutation group of type L = L(χ).

In this talk, I’ll provide a sampling of known results relating to sharp permutation groups
(with a focus on the case |L| = 2).

Shawn Burkett, Kent State University

Characterizations of GVZ-groups and nested groups

A finite group is called a GVZ-group if each of its irreducible characters vanishes off of
its center, and is called nested if the centers of the irreducible characters form a chain with
respect to inclusion. We determine several new characterizations of nested groups, including
character-free characterizations. We then use a character-free description of GVZ-groups to
determine similar characterizations of nested GVZ-groups. We also show that nested groups
and nested GVZ-groups can be defined in terms of the existence of certain normal series.
This is joint work with Mark L. Lewis.

Rob Carman, College of William and Mary

Burnside rings of fusion systems

We define the Burnside ring of a fusion system as a particular subring of the Burnside
ring of the underlying p-group. We will explore what information about the fusion system
this ring can and cannot distinguish and describe actions of the automorphism groups on
the ring. For a fusion system on a 2-group, we also study the unit group of its Burnside
ring.
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Xiaoyou Chen, Henan University of Technology

On weakly Mp-groups

We prove in this note that a p-solvable weakly Mp-group is solvable.

James Cossey, University of Akron

Small weights and block intersections in the symmetric group

Motivated by a question of Chen, Lewis, and Tong-Viet, we examine a weaker version of
the Granville-Ono theorem that applies to all primes. This then leads to generalizations of
a result of Anderson on block intersections in symmetric groups.

Jörg Feldvoss, University of South Alabama

The number of irreducible representations of a Hopf algebra and the projec-
tive cover of the trivial module

In this talk I will discuss a relationship between the projective cover of the trivial irre-
ducible module of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and the number of isomorphism classes
of its irreducible representations. This is motivated by joint work with Salvatore Siciliano
and Thomas Weigel on restricted Lie algebras.

Stephen Gagola, Kent State University

Partial orthomorphisms of groups

An orthomorphism of a group is basically a permutation of the columns of the multiplica-
tion table yielding a Latin Square that is an orthogonal mate of the original multiplication
table. When a group of even order has a cyclic Sylow 2 subgroup (the only case where
orthomorphisms do not exist) we show that there is a partial orthomorphism that can be
defined on the complement of a Sylow 2 normalizer. If such partial orthomorphisms exist
for all groups, then this would provide an alternate proof of the recently proved Hall-Paige
Conjecture, avoiding the classification of finite simple groups.

George Glauberman, University of Chicago

A mystery in finite groups of even order
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Often in mathematics, we have a reason for believing that somethings true, but not a
proof. I plan to discuss a result that has a proof, but no clear reason. Let x and y be
elements of order two in a finite group G that are not conjugate in G. An easy proof shows
that xy has even order. Now take an element u that lies in a normal subgroup of odd order
in the centralizer of x in G, and an analogous element v for y. Then (xu)(yv) also has even
order. This result was obtained by simple-minded manipulation of group characters, rather
than by theory or intuition about the structure of a finite group. Suggestions for reasons
are welcome.

Xiuyun Guo, Shanghai University

Groups acting on groups

Let G and H be finite groups. We say that H acts on G if there is a homomorphism from
H to the automorphism group of G. It is quite interesting to investigate the relationship
between the structure of G and the action on G. In this talk we focus on the following two
parts: the first part is what conditions can guarantee that the action of H on G is trivial or
there exists a normal subgroup N in H such that the action of N on G is trivial; the second
part is how the structure of CG(h) for every non- identity element h in H could influence
the structure of G.

Ping Jin, Shanxi University

Factorizations of irreducible complex characters

In this talk we will discuss factorizations of irreducible complex characters in finite solv-
able groups and establish the unique factorization theorem for a class of irreducible charac-
ters including primitive characters. Our main motivation was the related theorems due to
D. Gajendragadkar, I. M. Isaacs, P. A. Ferguson and A. Turull.

Luise-Charlotte Kappe, Binghamton University

Finite coverings: a journey through groups, loops, rings and semigroups

A group is said to be covered by a collection of proper subgroups if each element of
the group belongs to at least one subgroup in the collection: the collection of subgroups
is called a covering of the group. If the set of subgroups is finite, we say the group has a
finite covering. Many questions raised in the context of finite coverings of groups, such as
conditions for a group to have a finite covering by abelian subgroups or determining the
minimal number of subgroups needed to cover the group, make sense in other algebraic
structures too. In my talk I will report on my journeys through groups, loops, rings and
semigroups, on what I discovered there about finite coverings together with several fellow
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travelers and on some discoveries which might still lie ahead.

Mark Lewis, Kent State University

Groups where the centers of the irreducible characters form a chain

Throughout our talk, all groups will be finite. We consider groups where the centers of
the irreducible characters form a chain. We obtain two alternate characterizations of these
groups. One of these characterizations involves the centers of all quotients of the group.
The other characterization looks at finding a chain of normal subgroups that have a given
problem. We obtain some information regarding the structure of these groups. In particular,
we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a nested group to be nilpotent. Using our
results, we are able to classify those groups where the kernels of the irreducible characters
form a chain. We also classify the groups where the kernels of the nonlinear irreducible
characters form a chain. This generalizes a result of Qian and Wang that answered a
question that was posed by Berkovich. A GVZ-group is a group where every irreducible
character vanishes off its center. We consider some alternate definitions of nested groups,
and we show for GVZ-groups, that these different definitions are equivalent. We present
examples that show that these different definitions are not equivalent for all groups. We
show that a result of Nenciu regarding nested GVZ groups is really a result about nested
groups. We give strong results regarding nested groups that are nilpotent of nilpotence class
2. Finally, we obtain an alternate proof of a theorem of Isaacs regarding the existence of
p-groups with a given set of irreducible character degrees.

Xianhua Li, Soochow University

Factorization and structure of finite groups

The factorization of groups and its relation to the structure of groups is an important
aspect of group theory. In this talk, we will introduce some ideas on this aspect of research
and some results we have obtained.

Yangming Li, Guangdong University of Education

On mutually permutable product of subgroups of finite groups

Suppose that G = AB is the product of two subgroups A and B. G is called a mutually
permutable product of A and B if A permutes with every subgroup of B and B permutes
with every subgroup of A. We develop a method to extend some theorems via mutually
permutable product.
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Justin Lynd, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Obstructions to rigid actions on linking systems

Fusion and linking systems are finite categories which model the p-local structures of fi-
nite groups. Linking systems are extension categories of fusion systems which provide links
between p-local structure of groups and p-local structure of associated spaces (i.e. classifying
spaces). Many group theoretic constructions have been transferred to the fusion system set-
ting, leading to notions such as normal subsystems, the center, the commutator subsystem,
and centralizers of p-subgroups. However, we do not know how to form centralizers of arbi-
trary subsystems of fusion systems, or even whether it is possible. In this talk, I’ll discuss
a cohomological obstruction theory, analogous to the Broto-Levi-Oliver obstruction theory
for existence and uniqueness of centric linking systems, which begins to provide a general
framework for studying the problem of the construction of centralizers of subsystems.

Hung Nguyen, University of Akron

Divisibility and extendibility property of irreducible characters of finite sim-
ple groups

In the proofs of several results on character theory, one needs to know whether the
irreducible characters of a nonabelian simple group S are extendible to their stabilizers
in the automorphism group Aut(S). This is due to the fact that a nonabelian minimal
subgroup of a finite group is isomorphic to a direct product of copies of a nonabelian simple
group. Similarly, many other results require the existence of an irreducible character of
degree divisible by a given prime or primes. For example, the only known proof of the
classical Ito-Michler theorem requires us to show that if a prime p divides the order of a
nonabelian simple group S, then S possesses an irreducible character of degree divisible by
p.

We show a divisibility-extendibility result of irreducible characters of finite simple groups.
In particular, we prove that if p is a prime and S is a nonabelian simple group of order
divisible by p, then there exists an irreducible character χ of S such that p divides χ(1) and
χ is extendible to a character of the stabilizer of χ in Aut(S). We then show how this can be
used to show the solvability and p-solvability of finite groups with small average character
degree. This is a joint work with Pham Tiep.

Pongfei Pan, Huaiyin Normal University

Some results on degrees of irreducible characters

Let Irr(G) denote the set of irreducible complex characters of a finite group G and T(G)
be the sum of the degrees in Irr(G). We will discuss the connections between the structures
of finite groups and the invariants T(G)/|Irr(G)| and |G|/|Irr(G)|.
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Cornelius Pillen, University of South Alabama

Tilting modules for reductive algebraic groups

Tilting modules for reductive algebraic groups over fields with positive characteristics
feature prominently in new approaches towards finding character formulas for simple mod-
ules. A long-standing conjecture by Donkin says that certain tilting modules are isomorphic
to indecomposable injective modules when restricted to the Frobenius kernel of the algebraic
group. We will discuss some recent developments concerning this conjecture as well as a
second closely related conjecture also due to Donkin. The results presented here are joint
work with Chris Bendel, Dan Nakano and Paul Sobaje.

Guohua Qian, Changshu Institute of Technology

Character codegrees in finite groups

,Let G be a finite group and χ be an ordinary irreducible character of G. The codegree
of χ is defined by cod(χ) = |G : ker(χ)|/χ(1). In this talk, I will present some results and
problems related to character codegrees.

Jeffrey Riedl, University of Akron

Subgroups of a wreath product 2-group

Consider the regular wreath product W = Z2e o (Z2 × Z2) for e > 1. This is semidirect
product of B with Z2 × Z2 where B is direct product of 4 copies of the cyclic group Z2e .
Let A be the subgroup of Aut(W ) consisting of all those automorphisms acting trivially on
W/B. For as many “suitable” subgroups H of W (i.e. those satisfying BH = W ) as possible
we wish to study the automorphisms of H induced by those automorphisms in A that fix H
setwise, which contributes a lower bound on |Aut(H)|. We have other techniques with the
potential to provide an upper bound on |Aut(H)|. The hope is that for some subgroups H
the upper and lower bounds that we find will coincide or be close.
Let N be an arbitrary nontrivial normal subgroup of W that is contained in B. We can
prove that N is A-invariant. Therefore A acts naturally on the set H(N) consisting of all
the suitable subgroups H of W that satisfy H ∩ B = N . We have developed a natural
systematic computational method to identify all the subgroups in H(N). Using our knowl-
edge of A, we are currently developing a computational method to determine the A-orbits
in H(N) and the corresponding stabilizer subgroups.
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Rulin Shen, Hubei University for Nationalities

Finite groups with many cyclic subgroups

Let c(G) be the number of cyclic subgroups of a finite group G and α(G) the function
c(G)/|G|. In this paper we classify the groups with α(G) = 3/4.

Alexandre Turull, University of Florida

The p-local invariant of a character and p-basic groups

Important local/global conjectures for the representation theory of finite groups have
recently been strengthened to incorporate certain elements of Brauer groups in their for-
mulation. These conjectures include the McKay conjecture and the projective Dade conjec-
ture. Turull proved that both these strengthened conjectures are true for all finite p-solvable
groups, but, even in their original formulation, both remain open in general. In the present
talk, we present an invariant that will help make explicit numerical calculations for these
strengthened conjectures. Furthermore, we discuss how to calculate these invariants in
practice for any finite group.

Let p be a prime. Assume that p-Brauer characters of finite groups are defined. Let G be
a group and let χ be an irreducible character of G. Then, associated with χ, is an element
of the Brauer group Br (Q(χ)) of Q(χ). We argue that this determines a unique p-local
invariant invp(χ) ∈ Q/Z. The order of invp(χ) is the p-local Schur index of χ.

We introduce the concept of p-basic groups. We give explicit formulas for the p-local
invariants of the irreducible characters of p-basic groups. Furthermore, we show how the
p-local invariant of any irreducible character of any finite group can be explicitly calculated
via a reduction to p-basic groups.

We also discuss how the p-local invariant of irreducible characters allows for explicit
numerical calculations for some of the p-local/global conjectures in the representation theory
of finite groups.

Ryan Vinroot, College of William and Mary

Real representations of finite groups of Lie type

We will discuss recent results and conjectures concerning the irreducible real representa-
tions of finite groups of Lie type and finite simple groups. It is well known that the number
of real-valued irreducible complex characters of a finite group is equal to the number of real
conjugacy classes in the group (or classes which are fixed under taking inverse). Brauer
asked for a group-theoretic description for the number of irreducible real representations of
a finite group. While this problem is still open, some progress has been made on this and
related questions for finite simple groups and finite reductive groups. In particular, we will
present evidence for a conjecture which states that for a finite simple group of Lie type,
all real-valued irreducible complex characters are characters of real representations if and
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only if all of its real conjugacy classes are strongly real, that is, can be conjugated to their
inverse by an order 2 element.

Baoshan Wang, Beihang University

Rationality problem for some transitive subgroups of symmetric groups

Let K be a field, x1, . . . , xn be variables, and G be any transitive subgroup of Sn. Then
G acts on the rational function field K(x1, . . . , xn) by permutations of the variables. In
Noether’s approach to the inverse Galois problem, it is important to know if the fixed field
K(x1, . . . , xn)G is K-rational (a purely transcendental extension of K) or not. In this talk,
we will introduce the techniques and strategy to solve the rationality problem for transitive
permutation groups of degree eight. This is a joint work with Jian Zhou.

Lizhong Wang, Peking University

On the arithmetic of characters

In this talk, the Frobenius polynomial and degree polynomial of a finite group G will
be introduced. The character table of G can be calculated from its Frobenius polynomials
and vice versa. We will give a new formulation of the refinements of the Mckay conjecture
by the degree polynomial of G. An algorithm will be shown, and the algorithm is used to
determine whether a square matrix is a character table. This is a joint work with Prof.
Zhang.

Fei Xu, Shantou University

On generalized induction and its applications

We consider group actions on posets, the resulting transporter categories and their rep-
resentations. There is a generalized restriction and induction between the module category
of a group algebra and that of a related transporter category algebra. We show that the
modules of the transporter category algebra give rise to all modules of the group algebra,
upon generalized induction and taking direct summands. If times permits, we present some
other interesting applications.

Xingzhong Xu, Hubei University

Some results on a question of M. Newman on isomorphic subgroups of solv-
able groups
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In this talk, we focus on an open question about finite solvable groups: Moshe Newman
asked if it can ever happen that a finite solvable group G has isomorphic subgroups H and
K, where H is maximal and K is not. We do some partial results on this question. This is
a jointed work with Heguo Liu and Jiping Zhang.

Jiwen Zeng, Xiamen University

Frobenius groups and their generalization

Every Frobenius group G has a nice and special character property: all its irreducible
(non-trivial) characters in the kernel N are induced irreducibly to G. Since the property
was previously studied (based on the field of characteristic zero 0), we consider the character
property on the field of characteristic p, a prime number. We then extend this to a general-
ized Frobenius group, called Modular Frobenius group. In this talk, we also introduce some
related work and mention our contributions.

Paul-Hermann Zieschang, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley

A little theory of hypergroups

The notion of a hypergroup (in the sense of [1] but without commutativity) provides a
far reaching and meaningful generalization of the concept of a group. Specific classes of hy-
pergroups have given rise to challenging questions and interesting connections to geometric
and group theoretic topics; cf. [2], [3], [4], and [5]. In my talk I will establish a hypergroup
theoretic description of buildings and twin buildings as introduced by Jacques Tits.
References:
[1] Marty, F.: Sur une généralisation de la notion de groupe, in Huitième Congres des
Mathématiciens, Stockholm 1934, 45-59
[2] Tanaka, R., Zieschang, P.-H.: On a class of wreath products of hypergroups and associ-
ation schemes, J. Algebraic Combin. 37, 601-619 (2013)
[3] Wang, A.: Constrained and Coxeter Table Algebras, Doctoral Dissertation, Department
of Mathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb (Illinois, 2016)
[4] Zieschang, P.-H.: Hypergroups. Preprint (Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik Preprint
Series 2010 (97))
[5] Zieschang, P.-H.: Hypergroups all non-identity elements of which are involutions, in
“Advances in Algebra” (Feldvoss et al. Eds.) Springer, Berlin Heidelberg New York, 2019
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